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A B S T R A C T
The ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) is susceptible to losing track of observations, or ‘diverging’, when applied to large
chaotic systems such as atmospheric and ocean models. Past studies have demonstrated the adverse impact of sampling
error during the filter’s update step. We examine how system dynamics affect EnKF performance, and whether the
absence of certain dynamic features in the ensemble may lead to divergence. The EnKF is applied to a simple chaotic
model, and ensembles are checked against singular vectors of the tangent linear model, corresponding to short-term
growth and Lyapunov vectors, corresponding to long-term growth. Results show that the ensemble strongly aligns
itself with the subspace spanned by unstable Lyapunov vectors. Furthermore, the filter avoids divergence only if the
full linearized long-term unstable subspace is spanned. However, short-term dynamics also become important as non-
linearity in the system increases. Non-linear movement prevents errors in the long-term stable subspace from decaying
indefinitely. If these errors then undergo linear intermittent growth, a small ensemble may fail to properly represent all
important modes, causing filter divergence. A combination of long and short-term growth dynamics are thus critical to
EnKF performance. These findings can help in developing practical robust filters based on model dynamics.
1. Introduction
The ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) is a flexible data assimila-
tion tool for various geophysical applications. It offers a way to
assimilate observations that are often noisy and incomplete with
models that describe the non-linear physics of systems such as
the atmosphere or ocean. The EnKF approximates the state error
covariance with an ensemble of replicates obtained from model
simulations. The approximate ensemble covariance is then used
to update model state estimates when observations are available.
The filter is applied sequentially to produce a series of forecast
and analysis estimates. However, a number of challenges plague
ensemble data assimilation methods for atmospheric and ocean
models. Due to the very large dimension sizes typical of these
types of models, only small ensemble sizes are feasible and co-
variance sampling errors can be severe. The chaotic dynamics
of these strongly non-linear systems can then easily cause errors
in the estimate to grow rapidly.
Difficulties in applying the EnKF to large chaotic models com-
monly result in filter divergence (e.g. Houtekamer and Mitchell,
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1998; Hamill et al., 2001; Whitaker and Hamill, 2002; Sacher
and Bartello, 2009). ‘Divergence’ describes the situation when
the filter becomes so overconfident around an incorrect state that
subsequent observations are ignored, and the estimate cannot be
moved back toward the true state. This occurs if the spread in the
ensemble underestimates the error in the estimate. Hamill et al.
(2001) suggests that this happens when the variance is too small
or cross covariance terms are too large in the ensemble covari-
ance. Past studies have attributed the tendency for divergence
to sampling noise in the small ensemble approximation of the
error covariance. Focusing on the update step of the EnKF, van
Leeuwen (1999), Furrer and Bengtsson (2007) and Sacher and
Bartello (2008) have presented theoretical work demonstrating
that error in the forecast error covariance results in a downward
bias in the analysis error variance. Thus, inevitable sampling
error in the forecast ensemble leads to insufficient spread in
the analysis ensemble, which can ultimately cause the filter to
diverge.
A number of fixes have been developed to enable the applica-
tion of EnKF in light of these problems. Variance inflation (An-
derson and Anderson, 1999) is added to directly counteract un-
derestimated spread in the ensemble. Localization (Houtekamer
and Mitchell, 2001) helps remove spurious long-distance co-
variances that can lead to large analysis errors. The use of
multiple ensembles (Houtekamer and Mitchell, 1998) combats
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‘inbreeding’, or the interaction of sampling error with other
terms in the EnKF update. These fixes often prove crucial for
generating robust (non-divergent) estimates with the EnKF in
various geophysical applications. However, they can adversely
affect the optimality of the estimates and yield poorer RMS er-
ror performance (Whitaker and Hamill, 2002; Sakov and Oke,
2008). Although some efforts have been made for deriving the-
oretical bases for these approaches (e.g. Furrer and Bengtsson,
2007; Sacher and Bartello, 2008), inflation and localization are
usually applied in a heuristic fashion. Inflation and localization
parameter values that achieve robust results while maintaining
minimal RMSE are problem-specific, and they are usually cho-
sen through trial-and-error. Thus, although effective fixes may
exist from an operational point of view, improving understand-
ing of EnKF performance with large chaotic systems can help
better direct their application, as well as provide insight into
other robust estimation strategies.
This work examines an aspect influencing EnKF performance
that has been typically overlooked in most filter divergence stud-
ies: the dynamic properties of the forecast model. As mentioned
above, past works have generally focused solely on the update
step in looking for sources of filter divergence. In one exception,
Sacher and Bartello (2009) diagnose signs of divergence over
multiple assimilation cycles using numerical experiments, but
they point out that the non-linearity of the forecast model ham-
pers more rigorous investigations. When isolating the update
step from the forecast, sampling error is generically regarded
as a random, unstructured element in most divergence studies.
However, the chaotic behaviour of non-linear forecast models
also plays an important role in causing errors to grow rapidly
and lead to divergence. In this work, we are interested in how
EnKF errors, including those that arise from using small ensem-
ble sizes, relate to dynamic features of the model, and how that
correspondence impacts filter performance.
Dynamic properties of a system have been considered in geo-
physical estimation contexts other than EnKF performance. Me-
teorological ensemble prediction strategies have included the use
of singular vectors, bred vectors and Lyapunov vectors (Molteni
et al., 1996; Toth and Kalnay, 1997; Pazo´ et al., 2010). Singular
vectors and bred vectors have also provided a basis for adaptive
observation networks (Lorenz and Emanuel, 1998; Hansen and
Smith, 2000; Trevisan and Uboldi, 2004). Dynamic properties
have also served as the motivation for certain reduced rank fil-
ter formulations (Cohn and Todling, 1996; Pham et al., 1998;
Carme et al., 2001; Farrell and Ioannou, 2001; Heemink et al.,
2001; Trevisan and Uboldi, 2004; and Trevisan et al., 2010).
A common aspect of these past studies is that dynamic analy-
ses are typically used to justify a particular ensemble prediction,
adaptive observation, or reduced rank estimation procedure. In
this paper, we adopt a more diagnostic objective: we assess the
impact of dynamic properties on EnKF performance for chaotic
systems. It is not readily apparent how the ensemble relates to
different types of growth modes in the system, and how filter
divergence depends on the ensemble filter’s ability to track these
modes. Because the EnKF makes corrections only in the sub-
space spanned by the ensemble, must the ensemble include all
error growth directions in order to avoid divergence? Should
these directions correspond to short-term error growth, or to
long-term error growth? If such a critical subspace exists, will
the filter find it automatically, and with how many replicates?
How does model non-linearity affect these issues? These are the
types of questions that we address in this paper.
As noted by Sacher and Bartello (2009), the non-linearity
of chaotic models hampers analysis of the EnKF over multiple
assimilation cycles. Accordingly, our assessment of the role of
model dynamics in EnKF performance will be carried out using
numerical experiments. In order to evaluate a range of ensem-
ble configurations, including the case of small sampling error
(using a very large ensemble), our tests will be made with the
small chaotic model presented in Lorenz and Emanuel (1998).
Elucidating how model dynamics affect a data assimilation sys-
tem is crucial to understanding its limitations and to engineering
effective methods. This work is thus an important step in further
developing robust data assimilation frameworks.
This paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 provide
background on EnKF and chaos dynamics, respectively. Section
4 further describes past studies that link dynamic analysis with
data assimilation. The methods used for our tests will be pre-
sented in Section 5, and the results and discussion in Section 6.
General conclusions are summarized in Section 7.
2. The ensemble Kalman filter
The EnKF (Evensen, 1994) is a recursive state estimation method
that provides sequential state estimates for non-linear systems,
by combining model forecasts and observations. Evensen (2003)
provides a review of the method. The EnKF alternates between a
forecast step with the model and an update (also called analysis)
step when observations are available. The update step is designed
to produce the linear least-squares estimate of the model states,
and thus requires the state mean and covariance in its calculation.
The non-linear forecast step consists of Monte Carlo simulations
with an ensemble of states that represent independent realiza-
tions of the process. Approximations of the covariance from the
forecast ensemble are then used in the update calculation.
If the non-linear model is represented by F(·), the forecast
step is
xf ,i(t) = F (xa,i(t − 1), εi(t), t), (1)
where x f ,i(t), i = [1, . . ., N] are the forecast state realiza-
tions at time t, and x a,i(t − 1), i = [1, . . ., N] are the anal-
ysis state realizations at time t − 1, and εi(t) are random re-
alizations that represent model error, and N is the ensemble
size. The forecast mean and error covariance are calculated
from the ensemble: x¯f (t) = 1
N
∑N
i=1 x
f ,i(t) and P f (t) =
1
N−1
∑N
i=1 (xf ,i(t) − x¯f (t))(xf ,i(t) − x¯f (t))T . The update step
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to find the analysis state can be expressed in terms of the Kalman
gain K(t) and is
xa,i(t) = xf ,i(t) + K(t)(y(t) + δi(t) − Hxf ,i(t)) (2)
K(t) = P f (t)HT (HPf (t)HT + R)−1, (3)
where y(t) is the observation with a specified observation error
covariance R, H is the observation operator that maps the state
to the measurement space, and δi(t) are random realizations
from ℵ(0, R). Note that H is linear here, but it need not be in
general. The analysis mean and error covariance are computed
from the analysis ensemble, analogous to the forecast case. For
linear systems, in the limit as N → ∞, the ensemble mean
of the EnKF matches the classical Kalman filter estimate, and
inclusion of the random observation error term in (2) ensures
that the ensemble analysis covariance converges to that of the
classical Kalman filter.
The classical EnKF formulation in eqs (1)–(3) is a stochastic
filter due to the random measurement error term in (3). Ensem-
ble square root filters (EnSRF) avoid the random measurement
term by transforming the ensemble forecast to match exactly
the analysis error covariance required by the Kalman filter (see
review by Tippett et al., 2003). Although divergence problems
still affect EnSRFs due to sampling errors in the ensemble rep-
resentation of the forecast error covariance, these filters pro-
duce improved estimates over the classical version (Whitaker
and Hamill, 2002). This work employs an EnSRF presented in
Sakov and Oke (2008). It is an ensemble transform Kalman fil-
ter (ETKF) with a mean-preserving formulation that includes
random orthonormal matrix rotations to prevent the buildup of
ensemble outliers. It should be noted that the random rotations
do not alter the analysis covariance matrix, but only help en-
sure that variance is distributed among the different replicates.
Only the ETKF update step differs from the classical EnKF.
For A = [A1 . . . AN ], where Ai = xi − x¯, the update step
becomes
Aa = Af T , (4)
where T is the ensemble transform matrix
T = C−1/2CT Up. (5)
Up is an arbitrary orthonormal mean-preserving matrix for
the rotation, and C and  are found from the eigenvalue
decomposition
CCT = I + 1
N − 1 (HA
f )T R−1HAf , (6)
with I as the N × N identity matrix. The analysis mean x¯a is
calculated from the forecast mean by taking the sample mean of
eq. (2).
The ETKF is intended produce the exact Kalman analysis
error covariance, but this occurs only if the ensemble forecast
covariance Pf is equivalent to the true forecast covariance f . In
practice, the error in the ensemble forecast covariance approxi-
mation  = f − P f can be significant when sample sizes are
small, as is the case for large, computationally expensive mod-
els. Divergence studies that rigorously analyze the effect forecast
covariance sampling error on the update step usually express 
as a generic random error term (Whitaker and Hamill, 2002;
Furrer and Bengtsson, 2007; and Sacher and Bartello, 2008).
However, after multiple assimilation cycles,  is not purely ran-
dom and unstructured sampling noise, but instead shows the
systematic influence of the non-linear dynamic model through
the replicates used to compute Pf with eq. (1). This work exam-
ines how errors shaped by the model dynamics may affect filter
performance.
3. Chaos dynamics review
A number of geophysical systems, such as the atmosphere and
ocean, behave as chaotic attractors. This means that although the
system is bounded, perturbations to a state (or errors) can grow
very rapidly until they span the entire attractor. As a result, filter
divergence in such applications is not marked by unbounded
error growth, but instead by the inability to identify where the
true state lies within the attractor. To evaluate the EnKF rela-
tive to the dynamic properties of a forecast model, we compare
ensembles of varying sample sizes by considering vectors that
are commonly used to characterize chaotic behaviour, including
singular and Lyapunov vectors. In this section, we review how
these vectors are defined, and we describe the particular dynamic
properties they represent.
3.1. Singular vectors
For small errors ε(t) = x(t) − x true(t) and short time τ , error
growth in the forecast model can be approximated by the tan-
gent linear model ε(t + τ ) ≈ M(t, t + τ )ε(t), where the tangent
linear model is calculated from a chain of Jacobian matrices de-
rived from the non-linear model F(·)
M(t, t + τ ) = M(t, t + kdt) = M(t + (k − 1)dt, t + τ )
×M(t + (k − 2)dt, t + (k − 1)dt)
× · · ·M(t, t + dt) (7)
M(t, t + dt) = ∂F (x(t), t + dt)
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x(t)
. (8)
M(t, t + τ ) is an n × n matrix, where n is the state dimension
of the model. M(t, t + τ ) has the singular value decomposition
M(t, t + τ ) = USV T , (9)
where S is an n × n diagonal matrix containing the ordered
singular values of M(t, t + τ ) (in decreasing order) and U and V
are n × n orthonormal matrices containing left and right singular
vectors in their columns, respectively. The singular values found
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with (9) optimize the growth of errors (measured in the Euclidean
norm), over the period [t, t + τ ]. In particular, error along the
direction of the ith right singular vector Vi grows according
to the ith singular value si over [t,t + τ ] and then points in
the direction of the ith left singular vector Ui. Thus, the right
singular vectors that correspond to singular values greater than
1 span a subspace of the state space in which errors at time t will
grow under M(t, t + τ ). The greatest rate of growth is along the
direction of V1.
It should be noted that the relevance of singular vectors for
describing chaotic dynamics depends on a couple of factors.
Firstly, singular vectors and values correspond only to a specific
time interval, which means for small τ values, they represent
short-term growth. Because in the EnKF the state estimate is
discontinuous at the update step, we calculate singular vectors
of the tangent linear model over a single forecast period. Sin-
gular vectors corresponding to singular values greater than 1
indicate the portion of the state space that will grow over that
forecast period, irrespective of earlier or later dynamics. Also,
singular vectors characterize a system’s error growth only when
the Jacobian matrices, from which M(t, t + τ ) is derived, are
valid or good approximations. Accordingly, Hansen and Smith
(2000) showed that singular vectors may only be useful for data
assimilation if analysis intervals are sufficiently short and errors
sufficiently small so that the tangent linear model adequately
describes error dynamics.
3.2. Lyapunov vectors
Like singular vectors and singular values, Lyapunov vectors and
Lyapunov exponents describe growth of infinitesimal errors un-
der linearized dynamics. However, they differ in that Lyapunov
vectors and exponents characterize growth over an asymptoti-
cally long rather than an infinitesimally short time period. The
n Lyapunov exponents are defined as follows:
λk = lim
τ→∞
(
1
τ
ln(rk(τ ))
)
, (10)
where rk(τ ) is the square root of the kth ordered eigenvalue
of M(t, t + τ )M(t, t + τ )T (in decreasing order). Conceptually,
Lyapunov exponents represent the log of the long-term average
growth rates of infinitesimal perturbations in the system F(·). The
system is considered chaotic if it is not asymptotically periodic
and the leading Lyapunov exponent λ1 > 0. Under very general
conditions, Lyapunov exponents exist and describe long-term
error growth independent of both norm and initial condition t
(Oseledec, 1968). This makes them robust and global characteri-
zations of the entire system. Numerical calculations of Lyapunov
exponents can be complicated by the fast error growth rates of
chaotic systems. We follow the procedure described in Legras
and Vautard (1996) involving frequent reorthonormalizations to
avoid this problem.
Lyapunov vectors Lk (of unit length) are time (and space)
dependent directions associated with the Lyapunov exponents:
λk = ± lim|τ |→∞
(
1
τ
ln ‖M(t, t + τ )Lk(t)‖
)
. (11)
Lyapunov vectors as defined above are not unique, and the term
‘Lyapunov vector’ has been used to refer to a number of dif-
ferent types of vectors. Here, we follow Legras and Vautard
(1996) and define three types of Lyapunov vectors: backward,
forward and characteristic. The key difference among these is
the direction in time over which they are defined. Backward
Lyapunov vectors at time t are the left singular vectors of the
tangent linear model at time t initiated in the asymptotically
distant past, lim
τ→−∞
M(t + τ, t). These vectors follow negative
Lyapunov exponent growth rates when integrating the tangent
linear model backward (i.e. backward Lk grows on average with
rate −λk in the limit τ → −∞ in (11)). Forward Lyapunov
vectors at time t are the right singular vectors of the tangent
linear model extending from t to the asymptotically distant fu-
ture, lim
τ→∞
M(t, t + τ ). These vectors follow Lyapunov exponent
growth rates when integrating the tangent linear model forward
(i.e. forward Lk grows on average with rateλk in the limit τ → ∞
in (11)). Backward and forward Lyapunov vectors are calculated
using the reorthonormalization method described in Legras and
Vautard (1996). Note that though forward Lyapunov vectors cal-
culations typically work backwards from τ → ∞ to t (using the
adjoint or inverse tangent linear model), we assume that forward
Lyapunov vectors are numbered to correspond with Lyapunov
exponents λ1 > λ2 > . . . > λn via (11) in the forward direction.
Backward Lyapunov vectors have the appeal of being adapted
to the flow (i.e. positive vectors lie in the tangent space of the
attractor) because they have been spun-up from the past, yet all
backward Lyapunov vectors will tend toward the first vector at
rate λ1 when propagated forward in time. While the kth forward
Lyapunov vectors often point away from the attractor (directions
where the attractor is not continuous), they have the advantage of
growing or decaying at the long-term average rate corresponding
to λk , when propagated forward in time. It is useful to define a
type of Lyapunov vector that satisfies (11) in both the forward
and backward directions, and is adapted to the flow. Legras
and Vautard (1996) labeled these as ‘characteristic Lyapunov
vectors’. By construction as asymptotic left singular vectors, the
first J backward Lyapunov vectors are a basis for the subspace
in which infinitesimal errors grow, in the long-term, with a rate
of at least λJ . Analogously, the J through nth forward Lypunov
vectors are a basis for the subspace in which infinitesimal errors
grow, in the long-term, with a rate of no more than λJ . Then, as
suggested by Legras and Vautard (1996) and detailed by Trevisan
and Pancotti (1998), characteristic Lyapunov vectors cL can be
calculated by intersecting backward Lyapunov vectors bLand
forward Lyapunov vectors f L
cLk = bL1:k ∧ f Lk:n. (12)
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The intersecting vector grows (shrinks) over the long-term ex-
actly at the rate +λk (−λk) under linearized forward (backward)
flow. Wolfe and Samelson (2007) provide a more computation-
ally efficient algorithm when fewer than n characteristic Lya-
punov vectors are needed. Like backward Lyapunov vectors,
characteristic Lyapunov vectors with positive Lyapunov expo-
nents are aligned with the attractor, which corresponds to flow
that has been ‘spun-up’ over a long time. Characteristic Lya-
punov vectors are also invariant under linearized flow
cLk(t + τ ) = M(t, t + τ )cLk(t). (13)
Characteristic Lyapunov vectors are generally not mutually
orthogonal. It can be seen from (12) that backward (forward)
Lyapunov vectors correspond to an orthonormalization of char-
acteristic Lyapunov vectors, starting from the first (last) char-
acteristic Lyapunov vector. If there are kp number of positive
Lyapunov exponents, the set of the first kp backward Lyapunov
vectors and the set of the first kp characteristic Lyapunov vectors
at time t both span the subspace that exhibits long-term lin-
earized growth at time t. Analogously, if there are kq number of
negative Lyapunov exponents, the set of the last kq forward Lya-
punov vectors and the set of the last kq characteristic Lyapunov
vectors at time t both span the subspace that exhibits long-term
linearized decay at time t. Generally, the long-term unstable and
stable subspaces are not orthogonal to each other.
Although Lyapunov vectors are locally defined in that they
are a function of time and location, their associated Lyaponuv
exponents are global descriptors of the system because they
correspond to asymptotically long-term average growth rates.
Local Lyapunov exponents and vectors are defined as functions
of time or phase space position on the system’s attractor. Global
Lyapunov exponents are the time (or phase space) average of
local Lyapunov exponents and are global descriptors because
they correspond to asymptotically long-term average growth
rates. Local exponents vary along the orbit and can be larger
or smaller than the global exponents. Over short times, certain
error directions can grow even faster than the largest global Lya-
punov exponent. Trevisan and Pancotti (1998) have attributed
this ‘super-Lyapunov’ growth to the non-orthogonality of char-
acteristic Lyapunov vectors in non-periodic orbits. Singular val-
ues optimized over finite times can be larger than growth rates
dictated by the Lyapunov exponents and singular vectors do not
generally correspond to Lyapunov vector directions. Local Lya-
punov exponents are used to describe short-term growth of errors
along Lyapunov vectors (e.g. Trevisan and Pancotti, 1998). They
are defined by the right-hand side of (11), except with τ equal
to one time step. The asymptotic long-term average of the local
Lyapunov exponents is equal to the global Lyapunov exponents.
In the remainder of this paper, the term ‘Lyapunov exponent’
refers to global Lyapunov exponents, following (11). Local Lya-
punov exponents will be explicitly named as such when used.
It should be noted that like singular vectors and singular
values, Lyapunov vector and exponent theory is defined using
linearized dynamics and infinitesimal perturbations. Thus, even
though Lyapunov vectors and exponents describe global and
long-term attributes of a chaotic system, unchecked finite per-
turbations will not maintain these properties over long integra-
tion times. Furthermore, Toth and Kalnay (1997) argue that even
controlled finite perturbations in the atmosphere may not behave
according to Lyapunov properties. Certain error growth dynam-
ics, such as convective instabilities, may be associated with very
small perturbations that quickly saturate at magnitudes smaller
than those of practical concern with finite perturbations.
To address these problems, Toth and Kalnay (1993, 1997) in-
troduced bred vectors as a finite-perturbation representation of
Lypunov vectors. Bred vectors are derived by propagating and
resizing finite perturbations through the full non-linear model
over a sufficiently long ‘breeding’ period. Although some breed-
ing procedures involving orthonormalizations have been pro-
posed (Annan, 2004), bred vectors mostly collapse to the single
leading backward Lyapunov vector. Because the ensemble in the
EnKF is a multidimensional representation of the state space, it
is important to be able to resolve the full subspace of instabilities
in the system in our work. Thus, the original Lyapunov vector
types are more informative for our analysis of EnKF perfor-
mance than bred vectors and will be used in this work.
4. Dynamical analysis and data assimilation
Although most investigations on filter divergence focus on the
role of the update rather than on model dynamics, dynamic prop-
erties have been widely considered in derivations of reduced rank
filters. Due to large model dimensions, the computational costs
for forecasts and update calculations can be prohibitive for geo-
physical models. This has led to various reduced rank filters
that rely on rank-deficient representations of estimation error. In
practice, the EnKF is a reduced rank formulation because the
number of ensemble replicates is typically less than the state
dimension. In this case, the nullspace of the rank-deficient error
covariance is affected by random sampling error. Some reduced
rank filters decrease dimensionality by reducing the resolution
of the model (Fukumori and Malanotte-Rizzoli, 1995). Others
construct their error covariance matrices such that their column
space coincides with a particular subspace of the model state
space. Specifically, many reduced rank filters aim to stabilize
errors by focusing on an ‘unstable subspace’ of the state space.
There are many ways to define such a subspace for chaotic sys-
tems. This flexibility has led to many different types of reduced
rank filters. Most of the alternatives share a common dependence
on linearized analyses that strictly apply only when errors are
small and deviations from the true trajectory can be adequately
described by a tangent linear model. Experience with these re-
duced rank filter implementations provides helpful insight into
the system features that affect EnKF performance.
In an early dynamics-based study of reduced rank filtering,
Cohn and Todling (1996) tested different frameworks for the
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extended Kalman filter, including one using leading singular
vectors of the linearized model and one using leading eigen-
modes of the error forecast matrix. The singular vector Kalman
filter performed more poorly because information gained during
previous updates is removed if that information is orthogonal to
leading singular vectors of the tangent linear model at later times.
Bowler (2006) and Pazo´ et al. (2010) also found singular vec-
tors to perform poorly in initializing ensemble forecasts because
they typically point off the attractor. Cohn and Todling (1996)
showed that both filters tested were considerably enhanced if
the nullspace of the reduced forecast error matrix is filled using
adaptive tuning. These results suggest that short-term growth
directions may not be adequate for capturing the continuous
dynamics important for Kalman filtering.
To facilitate computations, some reduced rank filters approx-
imate a relevant ‘unstable subspace’ with procedures based on
autonomous (time-invariant) systems. For their filter, Farrell and
Ioannou (2001) reduced the dimension of an atmospheric model
with a balanced truncation of the time-averaged linearized op-
erator. Pham et al. (1998) presented the reduced rank SEEK
filter using a derivation that assumes an autonomous, linearized
model. SEEK is an extended Kalman filter in which the error
covariance is constrained to project on the leading eigenmodes
of the tangent linear model. When tested with a time-varying
quasi-geostrophic model, SEEK required a ‘forgetting factor’ to
emphasize data at the current update time in order to generate
good results. The forgetting factor plays a role similar to vari-
ance inflation, and its necessity in SEEK indicates that leading
model eigenmodes alone may not be a sufficient representation
of dynamics to ensure good filter performance.
Carme et al. (2001) modified SEEK for systems with rapidly
changing tangent linear models. They developed an algorithm
for calculating the time evolution of ‘unstable modes’ using the
time derivative of the tangent linear model. Two versions were
formulated based on different definitions of the ‘unstable modes’
of the tangent linear model over a forecast period: the leading
right singular vectors and the leading eigenmodes. The study
is inconclusive as to which version is better, yet the forgetting
factor of the original SEEK filter is needed for both. Using the
principal components of the error covariance matrix, Lermusi-
aux and Robinson (1999) also developed a filter that explicitly
follows the evolving error subspace.
While many reduced rank filters build upon the linearized
extended Kalman filter, some have been used within an EnKF
formulation. Verlaan and Heemink (1995) developed a version of
the EnKF that drew replicates in directions of leading eigenvec-
tors of the covariance matrix, which are influenced over time by
model dynamics. This reduced the randomness found in the clas-
sical EnKF. Heemink et al. (2001) further adapted that reduced
rank EnKF by adding additional random replicates projected on
the nullspace of the reduced rank covariance. The inflation-like
fix of the extra replicates was crucial for robust performance in
the reduced rank EnKF.
In a recent paper, Trevisan et al. (2010) presented a 4D-Var-
AUS (assimilation in the unstable subspace) algorithm that con-
fines the estimate increment to the ‘unstable subspace’, and they
showed with a Lorenz (1996) model that their method generated
optimal RMSE results. They defined the unstable subspace as
the space spanned by backward Lyapunov vectors correspond-
ing to positive and 0-value Lyapunov exponents. Along similar
lines, Pazo´ et al. (2009) compared various ensemble forecasting
strategies and proposed characteristic Lyapunov vectors as opti-
mal. Also, Pham et al. (1998) theoretically shows the stability of
the SEEK filter for the autonomous case. In this case the growing
tangent linear model eigenmodes (on which SEEK is based) span
the same subspace as the growing backward and characteristic
Lyapunov vectors. Pham’s analysis, together with the results of
Trevisan et al. (2010), suggests that a reduced rank Kalman filter
based on growing backward or characteristic Lyapunov vectors
may be very effective for robust filtering in time-varying, chaotic
systems. The work of Trevisan et al. (2010) stands out in that
unlike many reduced rank filter formulations, their method did
not require additional ad hoc fixes. It was brought to our atten-
tion during the review process of this manuscript that Trevisan
and Palatella (2011) also recently demonstrated that for small er-
rors, the extended Kalman filter converges to a form constrained
to the unstable subspace (EKF-AUS), again without additional
fixes.
Understanding the role of dynamic properties in filtering per-
formance is critical for robust filter work. Results obtained with
reduced rank filters suggest that it is critical to account for long-
term dynamics and model time-dependence when characterizing
the subspace of growing errors. However, it is striking that many
reduced rank filter approaches require additional fixes such as
adaptive tuning, forgetting factors, and random nullspace filling
to achieve good performance, regardless of the approach used
to define the growing error subspace. This suggests that certain
critical properties are missing from those types of approaches.
Toth and Kalnay (1997) argued that analysis errors line up
with ‘growing directions’ of the underlying model dynamics in
filtering because projections on the stable subspace naturally
decay away. If a filter’s error covariance does reduce to some
identifiable unstable subspace, the opportunity indeed exists for
robust and efficient filter versions that track only a relevant sub-
set of the state space, as sought in reduced rank filter studies.
For the 4D-Var method with infinite past observations, Pires
et al. (1996) in fact showed theoretically and experimentally
(for the perfect model case) that the column space of the error
covariance automatically aligns with the subspace spanned by
unstable backward Lyapunov vectors. This provided motivation
for Trevisan et al.’s (2010) 4D-Var-AUS filter and Trevisan and
Palatella’s (2011) EKF-AUS filter. To our knowledge, however,
the correspondence of errors with a particular dynamically based
subspace has never actually been demonstrated for other filter
types, including the EnKF. The conclusions of Pires et al. (1996)
and Trevisan and Palatella (2011) cannot directly apply to the
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EnKF because of their reliance on the tangent linear model in-
stead of the full non-linear model. For a different ensemble filter
(the maximum likelihood ensemble filter), Carrassi et al. (2009)
noted an apparent relationship between the necessary ensemble
size and the non-linear model’s Kaplan-Yorke dimension, and
they inferred from that observation that the filter’s performance
depends on the chaotic dynamics of the system. In this paper, we
seek to demonstrate more directly how the performance of the
EnKF depends on the dynamic features of the chaotic system and
the structure of the ensemble. We note that dynamical behavior
of the full closed-loop system (including assimilation of observa-
tions) may also be relevant for understanding filter performance.
We choose here to focus on the role of open loop model dynam-
ics, building upon previous literature that has demonstrated its
utility in ensemble forecasting and assimilation.
5. Experiment set-up
Our investigation of EnKF performance for chaotic systems re-
lies primarily on the strongly non-linear model presented in
Lorenz and Emanuel (1998). While much simpler than a full
geophysical model, it can be parametrized to exhibit chaotic
behaviour similar to that found in atmospheric models. The
Lorenz-98 model state xj (t), j = 1, . . . , n, follows the equa-
tion:
dxj
dt
= (xj+1 − xj−2)xj−1 − xj + F, (14)
with cyclic boundary conditions, and j = 1, . . . , n, representing
locations along a latitudinal band around the globe, with model
dimension n. F is a forcing term and can be tuned to produce
chaotic behaviour for a given model dimension. This model
is sometimes referred to as the Lorenz (1996) model. In this
study, we use F = 8. Numerical integrations of (14) are carried
out with a fourth order Runge–Kutta scheme with time step
dt = 0.01, equivalent to 1.2 h in the atmosphere.
A simple Lorenz-98 model is chosen for this study because
some tests would be difficult if not impossible with a higher-
dimensional and therefore more realistic chaotic model. We are
interested in assessing EnKF performance without the interfer-
ence of ad hoc fixes such as localization and inflation, which
potentially alter the properties of the ensemble and mask its
correspondence with dynamic features. As a result, we require
a model that can be run with a sufficiently large ensemble so
that localization and inflation are not needed. Computational
costs of calculating Lyapunov and singular vectors could also be
challenging for larger models. Tests are carried out for 40- and
6-dimensional versions of the Lorenz-98. Both produce chaotic
behaviour with F = 8. The 40-D model corresponds to the origi-
nal configuration of Lorenz and Emanuel (1998), and it has been
used in numerous EnKF studies (e.g. Anderson, 2001; Whitaker
and Hamill, 2002; Lawson and Hansen, 2004; Ott et al., 2004;
and Sakov and Oke, 2008). The 6-D model is a small dimensional
model that still exhibits a diverse range of dynamical properties.
This coarse resolution is employed to simplify the multidimen-
sional assessment of the ensemble during filtering. Implications
of the Lorenz-98 results for larger and more realistic models will
be discussed.
Although model error is often a critical component in estima-
tion problems, we choose to adopt a ‘perfect model’ assumption
to help isolate the effects of dynamics on filter performance.
When included, model error can often help inflate underesti-
mated spread in the ensemble during the forecast step. Conse-
quently, divergence is particularly problematic in perfect model
formulations without this built-in variance inflation mechanism.
How much model error counters underestimated spread depends
on various factors such as the magnitude of the model error, and
how it is incorporated. Furthermore, imposing model errors can
to a certain degree mask the dynamic behaviour of the under-
lying model. Thus, examining EnKF performance in the most
stringent perfect model case is important for establishing a base-
line for understanding how model dynamics affect estimates. In
the perfect model case, the general forecast step simplifies to
xf ,i(t) = F (xa,i(t − 1), t), (15)
where F(·) is the numerical integration of the Lorenz-98 model.
Without model error, state errors arise solely from initial condi-
tion errors.
The particular experimental configuration used in an EnKF
test affects how various dynamic properties impact filter per-
formance. Such dependency was noted by Hansen and Smith
(2000) when investigating the performance of different adap-
tive observation strategies. To detect these differences, we vary
ensemble size, number of observations, and observation error
magnitude. The observation strategy is particularly important
because estimation errors increase and linearization approxima-
tions become less accurate when measurement errors increase
and/or measurement coverage is reduced.
To meet our objective of better understanding the role of chaos
dynamics on EnKF performance, we need quantitative criteria
for assessing EnKF runs. A model run is considered to fail if the
filter diverges (as defined earlier). An EnKF divergence test is
carried out by first generating a truth run with the model. The
initial true state is produced by spinning up a randomly selected
state for 300 time steps. Observations for the EnKF test are then
generated every 10 time steps (equivalent to 12 h in the atmo-
sphere) by adding to the true states random observation noise
drawn from ℵ(0, R). The ensemble replicate i is initialized by
xi0 = x true0 + η + εi , where x true0 + η represents an observation
at t0, and η, εi ∼ ℵ(0, R). In results not shown here, we found
the filter extremely prone to divergence during early assimila-
tion times if the initial ensemble has significant spread, such as
that corresponding to climatology. Our initialization procedure
is reasonable because in operational contexts, past observations
and analyses are available to provide reasonably good initial
estimates for ensemble forecasts (compared to climatology).
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In order to detect rare divergence events in very long filtering
runs, the EnKF is run over 5 × 104 assimilation cycles, using
five independent truth runs. A filter run is considered divergent
if the error of the ensemble mean becomes high while the trace
of the ensemble error covariance matrix remains low (Sacher
and Bartello, 2008). The error of the ensemble mean at time t
can be quantified by its norm
NormErr(t) =
⎛
⎝ n∑
j=1
(x¯j (t) − x truej (t))2
⎞
⎠
1/2
. (16)
A certain experiment configuration (specific ensemble size
and observation configuration) is considered divergent if at least
one of the long multiple truth run diverges.
Once a particular EnKF experiment design is found divergent
or non-divergent, we compare the ensemble with the spaces
spanned by various subsets of the backward, forward, and char-
acteristic Lyapunov vectors and singular vectors of the tangent
linear model. The Lyapunov and singular vectors are calculated
for Lorenz-98 as described in Section 3, with all perturbations
defined around the true trajectory. The tangent linear model
is derived analytically from the numerical discretization equa-
tions for solving (14). An analysis of the dynamic features of
non-divergent ensembles can reveal whether filtering does in
fact cause errors to line up with an ‘unstable subspace’, and it
can identify what exactly that ‘unstable subspace’ is. Here we
analyze ensemble dynamics by examining projections of error
replicates, the error covariance, and the null space of the error
covariance on the Lyapunov and singular vectors and by con-
sidering the temporal evolution and growth of individual error
replicates. Detailed discussions of these tests are provided in the
next section.
6. Results and discussion
6.1. Results for 40-D Lorenz-98 model
Figure 1 introduces our discussion of EnKF performance by
comparing divergent and non-divergent time series derived from
the 40-D Lorenz-98 model. The high open loop RMSE shown in
this figure is for a randomly initiated trajectory on the attractor
Fig. 1. The norm error of the ensemble mean and the square root analysis covariance trace results for the 40-D Lorenz-98 model,
√
R = 0.1, for (a)
a sample non-divergent run (N = 31) and (b) a sample divergent run (N = 21). The norm error of the ensemble mean and square root of the analysis
covariance trace are on average equal for the non-divergent case. In the divergent case, the ensemble spread remains low, as indicated by the trace of
the covariance. However, the norm error of the ensemble mean rises to the open loop error level.
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Fig. 2. Divergence test results for 40-D Lorenz-98 model for (a) √R =
1 × 10−5 and (b) √R = 0.1. Grey shows experiment configurations
(specific ensemble size, number of observations, and observation error
magnitude) that diverged; white shows configurations that did not
diverge. Experiment configurations were considered divergent if the
filter diverged within 5 × 104 assimilation cycles for at least one of five
multiple truth tests. The solid vertical reference line corresponds to the
model dimension. The dotted vertical reference line corresponds to the
dimension of the linearized long-term unstable subspace (i.e. the
number of non-negative Lyapunov exponents).
with no data assimilated. The magnitude of the open loop error
roughly represents the size of the attractor. Recall that if the
filter is working properly, the norm error of the ensemble mean
(in black) and the trace of the ensemble covariance (grey aster-
isks) should on average be equal. The non-divergent example in
Fig. 1a aptly shows good correspondence of these two values.
In the divergent example of Fig. 1b, the spread of the ensemble
remains small, yet the filter error begins to increase. Because
the filter is overconfident in the estimate, it cannot be corrected
with observations, and the filter diverges so that its estimate is
no better than the result obtained from an open loop run with no
measurements.
Divergence results for two different observation error vari-
ances (√R = 1e − 5 and 0.1) are summarized in Fig. 2. The
filter was also tested using
√
R = 1, but divergence occurred
within 5 × 104 assimilation cycles in all tests, up to the largest
tested ensemble size of 4001. In Fig. 2, N − 1 is plotted on the
x-axis. This is the rank of the ensemble covariance (and thus
the dimension of the filter update subspace). In order to inves-
tigate the effects of sampling error on filter performance, tests
ranged from large ensemble sizes (non-reduced rank) to small
ensemble sizes less than the state dimension. The dependence of
EnKF performance on observation error size, ensemble size and
number of observations is apparent from the divergence results.
We find that for very small observation errors, an ensemble with
N − 1 = 15 is sufficient to prevent filter divergence. However,
N − 1 must increase to at least 26 if √R is increased to 0.1. For
both levels of observation error, the filter will eventually diverge
if insufficient states are observed.
A noteworthy result from Fig. 2 is that the filter is capable
of producing non-divergent results with N − 1 less than the
state dimension n (the vertical reference line shows n = 40 for
comparison). This means that a reduced rank ensemble filter can
in fact have robust performance without variance inflation or
localization, at least if there are enough high quality measure-
ments available. These results cannot be explained by divergence
studies that focus only on the update step (van Leeuwen, 1999;
Furrer and Bengtsson, 2007; Sacher and Bartello, 2008). Such
studies typically indicate that any sampling error causes under-
dispersion during the update. In our test, sampling error can be
expected to be significant since N − 1 < n, and yet the filter still
converges. Our results also differ from much of the previous re-
duced rank filter work (described in Section 4b), which required
methods such as adaptive tuning or forgetting factors to avoid
divergence.
In order to obtain further insight about the effect of dynamics
on filter divergence, it is instructive to determine whether the
filter errors automatically align with a particular subspace. To
do this we project individual replicates from non-divergent runs
onto the sets of Lyapunov and singular vectors described earlier.
Lyapunov exponents and singular values of the tangent linear
model are used to determine which dynamic vectors within each
set are unstable. To facilitate comparisons with Lyapunov expo-
nents, we define ‘singular value exponents’ as the natural log of
the singular values divided by the number of model time units
over a forecast period. The spectra of these the Lyapunov and
singular value exponents are plotted in Fig. 3. Lyapunov and
singular value exponent values greater (less) than 0 represent
growing (decaying) modes, but over different time scales, as
described in Section 3. The state-dependent singular values are
depicted for 100 different attractor points. There are 13 positive
Lyapunov exponents and the 14th Lyapunov exponent is calcu-
lated to be about 0. Although the extreme ends of the spectrum
are of much higher magnitude for singular values, the number
of unstable modes corresponding to Lyapunov exponents and
singular values are comparable (see the dashed horizontal refer-
ence line, which intersects both spectra near i = 14). Notably,
this common number of unstable modes serves as a minimum
threshold for the N − 1 value needed to avoid filter divergence
in Fig. 2. This alone suggests a strong correspondence between
model dynamics and EnKF performance.
Figure 4 shows how the individual error replicates from a
non-divergent ensemble with
√
R = 0.1 and N = 41 project on
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Fig. 3. The black line shows the Lyapunov exponents of the 40-D
Lorenz-98 model. There are 13 positive Lyapunov exponents, and the
14th Lyapunov exponent equals 0. The grey lines show singular values
of the tangent linear model of the 40-D Lorenz-98 model over forecast
periods. To facilitate comparison with Lyapunov exponents, the
singular values are expressed as exponents, or the natural log of the
singular values, divided by the units of time. Different sets of singular
value exponents are shown for different points on the model attractor.
Generally, there are 14–16 positive singular value exponents. Positive
(negative) exponents signify error growth (decay).
each type of dynamic vector (singular or Lyapunov). Note that
in Fig. 4e, non-orthogonal (or oblique) projections on character-
istic vectors are shown, because characteristic Lyapunov vectors
make up a non-orthogonal basis. Indices above the black dotted
lines correspond to unstable modes. The
√
R= 0.1 case is chosen
for examination because the ensemble size divergence thresh-
old is less obvious (somewhere between the growing subspace
dimension and full rank), so comparisons provide greater insight
into the necessary ensemble features for non-divergence. The en-
semble size N = 41 allows for full-rank ensemble covariance
matrices. The analysis ensemble was produced after 600 assim-
ilations with an exhaustive observation network (i.e. all states
measured with observation noise) to avoid filter transients.
It is readily apparent from Fig. 4 that short-term growth di-
rections (computed over one forecast period) do not play the
dominant role in the ensemble, compared to long-term growth
features. There is only slight alignment of the ensemble with
growing left singular vectors of Mt−dt,t and no obvious match
with right singular vectors Mt,t+dt. As also highlighted by oth-
ers (e.g. Bowler, 2006; Pazo´ et al., 2010), this poor correspon-
dence is due to the overlocalization of singular vectors, which
cause them to point in directions irrelevant to the flow direction.
Similarly, forward Lyapunov vectors do not appear useful for
characterizing the ensemble. As discussed in Section 3, forward
Lyapunov vectors provide an orthonormalization of characteris-
tic Lyapunov vectors starting from the most decaying one. The
lack of any specific pattern in Fig. 4c shows that, unsurprisingly,
errors do not preferentially fill the stable subspace.
Fig. 4. Error replicates of a non-divergent ensemble are projected on
(a) left singular vectors of the tangent linear model (over the subsequent
forecast period), (b) right singular vectors of the tangent linear model
(over the preceding forecast period), (c) forward Lyapunov vectors, (d)
backward Lyapunov vectors and (e) characteristic Lyapunov vectors.
Absolute value projections are shown in log-scale. The ensemble is
produced with the 40-D Lorenz-98 mode, N – 1 = 40, √R = 0.1,
exhaustive observations, and after 600 assimilation cycles. Above the
black dotted line indicates growing modes. The strongest alignment is
with growing backward and characteristic Lyapunov vectors.
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In contrast, individual error replicates align very strongly with
the leading 14 (unstable and neutral) characteristic and backward
Lypunov vectors, with negligible projection on the remaining
(stable) vectors. Recall that the first p characteristic and back-
ward Lypunov vectors span the subspace in which errors exhibit
a long-term linearized growth rate of at least λp . Like forward
Lyapunov vectors, backward vectors are also an orthonormaliza-
tion of characteristic vectors, but starting with the most unstable
mode. Thus, our results show that after a number of assimilation
cycles, a well-performing filter ensemble will tend toward the
linearized long-term unstable subspace, which can be defined by
the space spanned by characteristic or backward Lyapunov vec-
tors corresponding to non-negative Lyapunov exponents. These
results agree with findings for 4D-Var by Pires et al. (1996)
and Trevisan et al. (2010) and the EKF results of Trevisan and
Palatella (2011).
Pazo´ et al. (2010) proposed that characteristic Lyapunov vec-
tors could be used as optimal directions for ensemble forecast-
ing, because they are adapted to the flow and maintain individual
Lyapunov growth rates, rather than collapse toward the single
leading Lyapunov vector. In the EnKF, error replicates likely
avoid collapse to the single leading Lyapunov vector due to the
Kalman update and the random orthonormal matrix rotation,
which alter individual replicates within the subspace spanned
by the ensemble. For the update step of the EnKF, the ensemble
serves to represent the subspace in which the update is per-
formed, and as a result, assessing the update ensemble accord-
ing to characteristic modes is no more informative than using
orthogonalized backward vectors. However, resolving the en-
semble according to individual characteristic modes is useful
when examining how it evolves during the forecast step. Due
to this advantage, we employ characteristic Lyapunov vectors
for our analysis when assessing ensemble results over time. The
benefit of using characteristic Lyapunov vectors for our analysis
will become clearer later in our discussion.
Alignment of the EnKF ensemble with the linearized long-
term unstable subspace occurs across a range of
√
R values and
ensemble sizes (not shown here). However, it does not neces-
sarily follow that an ensemble must span this unstable subspace
in order to give non-divergent results. To probe this further,
we compare ‘low rank’ ensembles (with N − 1 ≤ n) for non-
divergent and divergent cases. We take the filter ensemble after
200 assimilation cycles, with an exhaustive observation network
and
√
R = 0.1. An ensemble with N = 32 is used to repre-
sent the non-divergent case, and an ensemble with N = 16 is
used to represent the divergent case (see Fig. 2). Note that the
smaller ensemble eventually diverges, later than the 200 assim-
ilation cycles. If there is projection of the ensemble nullspace
on any of the first 14 backward (unstable) Lyapunov vectors,
then the ensemble contains no information about error growth
along these vectors. In other words, all replicates are orthogonal
to one or more of the system’s long-term unstable directions.
Figure 5 shows that in the non-divergent case, there are no un-
Fig. 5. A basis of the nullspace of the error replicates of a (a)
32-member non-divergent and (b) 16-member divergent ensemble is
projected on backward Lyapunov vectors. Absolute values of
projections are shown in log-scale. The ensembles are produced with
the 40-D Lorenz-98 model,
√
R = 0.1, exhaustive observations, and
after 200 assimilation cycles. Left of the dotted black line indicates
linearized long-term growing modes. The 32-member ensemble has
negligible nullspace projection on growing backward Lyapunov modes
and thus spans the subspace spanned by those vectors. In contrast,
notable nullspace projection on the 10–15th backward Lyapunov
modes in (b) signifies that the 16-member ensemble does not fully span
the growing directions.
stable modes outside the ensemble space. In contrast, in the
case that eventually diverges, the ensemble does not project on
some portions of the unstable subspace (i.e. those spanned by the
10–15th backward Lyapunov vectors). This occurs even though
the 16-member ensemble has sufficient degrees of freedom to
be able to span the entire unstable subspace.
The results from Fig. 5 strongly suggest that the ensemble
must project on all the long-term unstable modes for the filter to
avoid divergence. Furthermore, Fig. 4 shows that the replicates
of a non-divergent filter with an adequate ensemble size will
automatically move to span the long-term unstable subspace.
This result can be understood using arguments provided in the
literature and summarized in Section 3. For robust estimation,
errors that grow must be stabilized during the update step. This
happens in the EnKF only if growth directions are represented
within the ensemble. It is logical that ‘errors that grow’ must
at least include long-term growth directions because the EnKF
is a sequential estimation method applied over time. Because
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Fig. 6. Lyapunov exponents of the 6-D Lorenz-98 model. There is one
positive Lyapunov exponent, and the 2nd Lyapunov exponent equals 0.
these long-term growth directions are ones that will eventually
grow most, an ensemble will align with the long-term unstable
subspace after some time, regardless of its initial orientation.
Although the importance of the linearized long-term unstable
subspace is apparent, the need for ensemble sizes greater than
that subspace dimension (unless √R is very small) suggests that
other factors are relevant. Why do we need, in the example con-
sidered in Fig. 5, significantly more replicates than the number
of unstable Lyapunov modes? We will address this question by
examining temporal changes in the ensemble with the smaller
and more tractable 6-D Lorenz-98 model.
6.2. Results for 6-D Lorenz-98 model
The dynamic behaviour of the 6-D Lorenz-98 system can be
anticipated from the Lyapanuv exponent spectrum shown in
Fig. 6. This simple system has one positive Lyapunov exponent
that is about equal to 1, and the second exponent is equal to
zero, indicating that the dimension of the linearized long-term
non-decaying subspace is 2. We consider the behaviour of this
6-D system for
√
R = 1 × 10−5, 0.05, and 1. A lower mid-level√
R is used compared to the 40-D tests because of the stronger
chaotic nature of the model (the sum of Lyapunov exponents is
much larger). Our tests show that, as in the 40-D case considered
in Fig. 1, an ensemble with N − 1 equal to the dimension of the
unstable subspace gives non-divergent results when observation
errors are very small (1 × 10−5). For the mid-level √R case,
a larger ensemble size is required to avoid divergence, but a
reduced rank filter with N − 1 < n still may be adequate if the
observation network is dense. However, divergence occurred in
all of our tests for
√
R = 1, up to the largest tested ensemble
size of 601, which is well beyond full rank. As with the 40-D
case, the non-divergent ensemble aligns mostly with linearized
long-term unstable subspace.
The need in certain tests for replicates that span portions of
the stable subspace as well as the unstable subspace suggest that
intermittent errors that grow over short time spans may con-
tribute to long-term divergence. To investigate this hypothesis
further, we track the ensemble errors over time. In order to ex-
ploit the advantages of the characteristic Lyapunov vectors for
both update and forecast steps of the EnKF, we transform the
ith error replicate (εi = xi − x truth) to the Lyapunov coordinate
system using non-orthogonal projections as follows:
εi = [cL1| cL2 . . . | cLn]ε˜i (17)
ε˜ij =
(
AT cLj
)−1
AT εi,
A = [cL1 . . . | cLj−1| cLj+1| . . . cLn]⊥, ‖A‖ = 1, (18)
where ε˜ij is the jth element of the ith error replicate in the trans-
formed space (ε˜i), cLj is the jth characteristic Lyapunov vector,
and all characteristic vectors are normalized to magnitude 1. Re-
call that the characteristic Lyapunov vectors are ordered, with
index 1 assigned to the vector with the most positive Lyapunov
exponent and larger indices assigned to vectors with progres-
sively smaller Lyapunov exponents. Note that in the following
discussion, characteristic Lyapunov vectors are referred to as
growing/unstable or decaying/stable based on their correspond-
ing Lyapunov exponent value, regardless of actual filter dy-
namics along those directions. Also, for the remainder of this
paper, ‘Lyapunov vectors’ or ‘Lyapunov modes’ will refer to
characteristic vectors, and not backward or forward Lyapunov
vectors.
Assessing errors in the projected space is useful because er-
ror along a particular (non-orthogonal) characteristic Lyapunov
mode evolves according to the corresponding local Lyapunov
exponent from time t to t + τ (λlocal)
ε˜j (t + τ ) = ε˜j (t) ∗ exp
(
λlocalj τ
)+ h.o.t .(ε˜1(t), ε˜2(t), . . . ε˜n(t)),
(19)
where h.o.t. refers to contributions from higher order terms ne-
glected in the linearized Lyapunov analysis. The first (linearized)
part of eq. (19) follows from the fact that errors along character-
istic Lyapunov modes are intransient under linearized flow (eq.
13), i.e. the tangent linear model propagates the ith characteristic
mode at time t to the ith characteristic mode at time t + 1. Impor-
tantly, (19) indicates that error along a particular mode can be
affected by other modes only through non-linear contributions.
Furthermore, it underscores the role of the local Lyapunov ex-
ponent for actual linear growth over a particular time period,
which can differ from the long time average global value. The
combined effect of non-linear movement and intermittent linear
growth may make error along stable modes important. This may
become problematic for a filter if the ensemble has insufficient
degrees of freedom to represent those stable modes. Note that
the separation of individual modes under linearized dynamics in
equation (19) occurs only with characteristic Lyapunov vectors.
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Fig. 7. Time series of ensemble root mean squared error along characteristic Lyapunov vectors for 61-member runs of the 6-D Lorenz-98 model,
with different
√
R values. Blue shows ensemble root mean squared error along the 1st Lypunov vector, black along the 2nd, red along the 3rd, green
along the 4th, cyan along the 5th and magenta along the 6th. Unstable directions (those corresponding to non-negative Lyapunov exponents) are
shown with solid lines (blue and black), and decaying directions are shown with dashed lines (red, green, cyan and magenta). The greatest separation
between decaying and growing modes occurs for very small
√
R.
It does not occur with backward Lyapunov vectors, which gener-
ally undergo an upward propagation of energy from more stable
to more unstable modes during linearized flow. Thus, although
backward Lyapunov vectors are easier to compute and are ade-
quate for identifying the unstable subspace important for EnKF
updates, an analysis based on characteristic Lyapunov vectors
has the crucial advantage of making it possible to assess how
linear versus nonlinear dynamics affect various modes of the
system and ultimately impact EnKF performance.
To test the role of different growth modes, we show the time
series of errors in the projected space for three runs with dif-
ferent
√
R values in Fig. 7. To simplify the visualization, we
examine the ensemble root mean square of the transformed er-
ror replicates rather than individual replicates. For each run, an
ensemble size of 61 and a full observation network are used
to insure that the filter is full rank and does not diverge over
the plotted period of 14 000 time steps. Although the filter runs
shown in Figs. 7a and b do not diverge over the total period in-
vestigated (5 × 105 time steps), the run shown in Fig. 7c, where√
R = 1, does eventually diverge (after the time period shown
in Fig. 7). As suggested earlier, √R is a surrogate measure
of non-linearity because larger
√
R values are associated with
larger estimation errors and greater departures from linearity
assumptions.
It can be seen that for all
√
R values considered, errors project
more on linearized growth modes with lower Lyapunov indices
(i.e. growth modes with larger Lyapunov exponents). We note
that if an ensemble does not mostly follow linear characteris-
tics, the h.o.t. is the most significant component in (19), and
evaluating the ensemble relative to Lyapunov modes is not very
informative. Figure 7 shows that for our examples, the linearized
component of error in (19) generally plays the dominant role,
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and thus assessing the errors relative to Lyapunov modes can
be useful. However, we are also interested in analyzing how the
ensemble changes as the magnitude of the smaller higher order
component of error increases. In particular, we want to deter-
mine how this secondary component may contribute to filter
divergence.
Noting the log-scale of the y-axis in Fig. 7, it can readily be
seen that for
√
R = 1 × 10−5, the magnitude of errors along
the decaying Lyapunov vectors (the four dashed lines) becomes
negligible. This is to be expected, because for such small
√
R,
the errors are kept very small by frequent updates and the sys-
tem behaviour is adequately captured by the linearized Lyapunov
analysis. In this case, the higher-order terms in (19) are small and
the Lyapunov exponents provide a very accurate representation
of actual non-linear dynamics. After some time, state errors in
the long-term stable directions reflect their negative global Lya-
punov exponents and eventually decay, leaving non-negligible
errors only in the linearized long-term unstable subspace. In
this case, an ensemble size greater than or equal to the unstable
subspace dimension (corresponding to non-negative Lyapunov
exponents) is sufficient for the filter to avoid divergence. This
result is consistent with the results summarized in Figs. 1–6 as
well as the arguments provided by investigators such as Trevisan
et al. (2010) and Toth and Kalnay (1997). It is also in line with
the motivation for many reduced rank filter formulations.
It should be noted, however, that the magnitudes of errors
along stable characteristic Lyapunov vectors in Fig. 7a do not
decay asymptotically to zero. During early times (<2000 time
steps), root mean squared error in the three most decaying modes
shows an overall decrease, as expected from the negative Lya-
punov exponents. After that, these magnitudes oscillate around
a baseline value [O(10−12)]. The most weakly decaying mode
also approaches this baseline by about 14 000 time steps. For
exact linearized dynamics, Pires et al. (1996) showed (theoreti-
cally and experimentally) that stable mode error components in
4D-Var vanish to zero in the limit of infinite observation times.
Pham et al. (1998) similarly demonstrated that the EKF analysis
covariance converges exclusively to the unstable subspace over
time with the tangent linear model if there is no system noise.
Tests confirmed that these results extend to stable Lyapunov
mode errors for large EnKF ensembles in the linearized and per-
fect model case (not shown here). However, the non-zero stable
mode errors in the full non-linear EnKF case shown in Fig. 7a
are too small to have an adverse effect if missed by the filter.
In contrast, Figs. 7b–c show that energy along the decay-
ing Lyapunov vectors becomes more prominent as non-linearity
(√R) increases. For √R = 0.05, the root mean-squared error
along the most decaying Lyapunov vectors is still considerably
smaller than in the linearized long-term unstable subspace (con-
firming dominance of linear dynamics), but the mean-squared
error magnitude along the 3rd Lyapunov vector (the most weakly
decaying), and occasionally along the 4th and 5th Lyapunov
vectors, can at times be comparable to those along the unstable
subspace. For
√
R = 1, there is still generally greater ensemble
error along the modes with larger Lyapunov exponents, but there
is no longer such clear separation of the mode magnitudes.
The increasing presence of ensemble errors along the lin-
earized stable modes as non-linearity (or √R) increases pro-
vides insight into why more replicates are required to achieve
good filter performance for these conditions. Due to the limited
number of degrees of freedom in the ensemble, the ensemble
covariance can no longer fully represent the actual magnitude
of notable errors along all modes. Once the ensemble starts to
underrepresent uncertainty in the linearized long-term unstable
subspace, fast growing errors may be inadequately corrected,
leading to divergence. The need for sufficient ensemble sizes is
indeed noted in our tests with greater non-linearity. For
√
R =
0.05, an N − 1 of at least 4 or 5 is needed to avoid divergence.
For
√
R = 1, any reduced rank ensemble will eventually diverge.
To understand more specifically how non-linearity affects er-
rors along different modes and ultimately impacts the perfor-
mance of a reduced rank filter, it is useful to compare short-term
error growth predicted from a linearized analysis with actual
short-term error growth obtained with the fully non-linear sys-
tem. Figure 8 shows the intermittent growth rate of errors over
a single forecast time step along each Lyapunov vector for 3500
successive time steps (note that error changes due to the update
step are not shown). Figure 8a shows local Lyapunov exponents,
which represent the short-term linear growth of infinitesimal er-
rors. Figure 8b shows the actual growth of errors (also expressed
as exponents) that occurred in a large ensemble filter run for√
R = 0.05. The results in Fig. 8b account also for the higher-
order non-linear contribution in (19) while the results in Fig. 8a
do not. While all Lyapunov modes exhibit some differences in
growth between the two plots, the discrepancy is most dramatic
for the decaying modes. The local Lyapunov exponents plotted
in Fig. 8a predict very few periods of intermittent linear growth
along the decaying Lyapunov modes, yet Fig. 8b shows that the
actual error grows significantly at numerous times after an ini-
tial period. The differences between Figs. 8a and b reflect the
impact of the higher-order non-linear terms in (19). Note that
Fig. 8 depicts multiplicative growth, and not additive growth,
which accentuates non-linear effects along stable modes. This
is because errors along stable modes are relatively small for all√
R values tested (see Fig. 7) due to predominantly linear de-
cay, allowing small absolute non-linear contributions to result
in significant relative growth for these modes. Unstable modes
also undergo non-linear influences, but the similarities shown in
Figs. 8a and b for these directions indicate that they are relatively
minor compared to their error magnitudes.
How errors arise due to higher-order terms is illustrated in
Fig. 9, which shows 2-D phase plots of the filter ensemble error
replicates along the first (growing) and last (decaying) Lyapunov
vectors. Note that although the axes are shown at right angles,
actual characteristic Lyapunov vectors are non-orthogonal for
the system. The filter ensemble is shown using black asterisks
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Fig. 8. Times series of intermittent growth along characteristic
Lyapunov vector directions for the 6-D Lorenz-98 model. Growth is
expressed as exponents, or the natural log of the multiplicative growth
over one time step, divided by the units of time. Above the dotted black
line indicates long-term growing modes. The local Lyapunov
exponents plotted in (a) represent linear growth of very small
perturbations. The growth of actual filter errors plotted in (b) are
obtained from a 61-member ensemble with
√
R = 0.05. The difference
between the actual growth exponents and linear local Lyapunov
exponents represent non-linear error growth not accounted for by the
Lyapunov vectors. Significant non-linear growth is apparent at some
times in the long-term decaying modes in the filter.
at the start of a forecast period (after a transient spin-up pe-
riod) and again 10 steps later, for a filter run with N = 61 and√
R = 0.05. The grey points show forecast errors derived from
a tangent linear model applied over the same 10 steps. The lin-
earized model predicts that errors shrink along the decaying
Lyapunov direction to align more strongly with the leading Lya-
punov vector. In contrast, the actual errors obtained from a full
non-linear model bend from the first toward the last Lyapunov
mode. This movement of growing errors towards stable modes
is clearly not captured by the tangent linear model. Figures 8 and
9 suggest that the primary impact of non-linearity, as conveyed
by the higher-order terms in (19), is to move growing errors
aligned with unstable linear growth modes into the directions
corresponding to stable linear growth modes.
Fig. 9. 2-D phase plots of filter error replicates in black asterisks,
along the 1st (growing) and 6th (decaying) characteristic Lyapunov
vectors, for the 6-D Lorenz-98 model, with a 61-member ensemble and√
R = 0.05. Grey points show forecast results from a tangent linear
model, starting with the same ensemble at the start of the forecast
period. The tangent linear model predicts that errors decrease in the
stable direction. In reality, the actual errors grow in the stable direction.
Non-linearities not captured by the tangent linear model have the effect
of moving the actual replicate errors from the 1st Lyapunov vector
direction into the 6th Lyapunov vector direction.
Once energy is pumped from unstable to stable Lyapunov
modes due to non-linear dynamics, it frequently decays due to
the dominant linear dynamics. However, decaying Lyapunov
modes occasionally exhibit temporary but rapid linear growth
(Fig. 8a). The phase plots in Fig. 10 show how an insufficiently
large ensemble can fail to capture all the important error di-
mensions, due to combined non-linear and intermittent linear
growth along stable modes. These plots show error replicates
along the 2nd characteristic Lyapunov vector (corresponding to
the 0-value Lyapunov exponent) and the 4th characteristic Lya-
punov vector (a decaying mode), at every 15 time steps after time
step 3370, for the filter run of Fig. 8, with
√
R = 0.05. The grey
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Fig. 10. 2-D phase plots of filter error replicates, along the 2nd
(corresponding to 0-value Lyapunov exponent) and 4th (corresponding
to negative Lyapunov exponent) characteristic Lyapunov vectors, for
the 6-D Lorenz-98 model, and
√
R = 0.05. Grey markers show a
nearly optimal 61-member ensemble, and the black markers show a
4-member ensemble that begins to diverge from the true state (0 error is
shown with an asterisk). As the 4-member ensemble moves into the
direction of the 4th Lyapunov vector, underdispersion becomes
significant along the 2nd Lyapunov vector.
points are the error replicates for the N − 1 = 60 (non-divergent)
case and represent a near-optimal ensemble. The black points
are the error replicates for a run with N − 1 = 3, which begins to
diverge by the end of the period depicted. Inadequate ensemble
spread along strongly decaying modes is inevitable under full
non-linear dynamics when using N − 1 < n due to insufficient
degrees of freedom in the ensemble. The small ensemble at early
times in Fig. 10 indeed underrepresents spread along the stable
mode, yet the magnitude is relatively unimportant, compared to
error in the unstable mode (it is barely visible in Fig. 10). Thus,
overall, the small ensemble adequately represents the analysis
error up to time step 3370.
The progression of phase plots in Fig. 10 illustrates how the
small ensemble (black dots), with only three degrees of freedom,
eventually moves into and stretches along the 4th Lyapunov
mode after time step 3370, leaving a strong underrepresentation
of error along the 2nd Lyapunov vector. This underdispersion
is apparent by comparing the small ensemble with the large en-
semble, which approximates the optimal EnKF result. A detailed
comparison of results in Figs. 8a versus b reveals that non-linear
growth occurs along the 4th Lyapunov mode during time steps
3370–3385, originating from uncontained growth along the 1st
Lyapunov vector. At the same time, error along the 2nd Lya-
punov vector slightly decays under linearized dynamics. As a
result, the small ensemble, with insufficient degrees of freedom,
tilts away from the 2nd mode in order to increase its alignment
with the 4th Lyapunov vector instead. This alone may not nec-
essarily be problematic because the 4th mode corresponds to a
negative Lyapunov exponent and will tend to shrink as a first
order approximation. However, during the following time steps
3385–3415, the 4th Lyapunov vector also undergoes strong in-
termittent linear growth, causing the small ensemble to continue
tilting rapidly into that direction. By time step 3400, error along
the 2nd Lyapunov vector also grows, exacerbating the underdis-
persion of the small ensemble that has developed along the 2nd
mode due to insufficient degrees of freedom in the ensemble.
After this, the small ensemble no longer adequately represents
spread along the 2nd Lyapunov vector, and the filter cannot cor-
rectly use observations to update error in that direction. Because
the 2nd Lyapunov mode is not a long-term decaying mode, the
filter diverges.
Together, Figs. 7–10 provide insight into the dynamic prop-
erties that affect EnKF performance. When perturbations are
small, and dynamics are nearly linear, an ensemble with N − 1
equal to the number of non-negative Lyapunov exponents is suf-
ficient to avoid divergence. This is because errors along decay-
ing Lyapunov modes will rapidly shrink and become irrelevant
(even though non-zero), and the ensemble perturbation replicates
will self-align with the relevant linearized long-term unstable
subspace. Error growth in the unstable subspace is then well-
represented by the ensemble and thus controlled by the filter.
In the mildly non-linear case, greater ensemble sizes become
necessary, but reduced rank EnKF formulations may still be
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Fig. 11. Local Lyapunov exponents for the 40-D Lorenz-98 model
indicate intermittent linear growth along Lyapunov vectors. Above the
black dotted line indicate indices corresponding to long-term growing
modes. Significant intermittent linear growth occurs occasionally for
some long-term decaying modes.
possible. In such cases, the non-linear movement from growing
Lyapunov modes to decaying modes may still be small, but they
can no longer be ignored. Although those errors along decaying
modes tend to later shrink, errors along modes corresponding
to less negative Lyapunov exponents can be boosted at certain
times due to intermittent linear growth. The combined effects of
non-linear error movement from unstable to stable modes and
intermittent growth along stable modes produce errors along the
decaying Lyapunov vectors that can be comparable at times to
errors along growing vectors. Intermittent linear growth along
a stable mode will be later reversed and further attenuated by
intermittent linear decay, yet an unstable mode may start to be
underrepresented by a small ensemble (with too few degrees of
freedom) during times when stable mode error magnitudes and
growth compete. As a result, to avoid divergence, a sufficiently
large ensemble size is needed to represent not only the linearized
long-term unstable subspace, but also those decaying Lyapunov
modes that can at times exhibit significant error magnitudes.
Otherwise, unrepresented spread can develop along growing
Lyapunov modes, eventually leading to filter divergence.
Generally, the decaying Lyapunov modes most prone to sig-
nificant errors are those that more commonly undergo intermit-
tent linear growth. This is evident in Fig. 7, which shows weakly
decaying modes to be more likely than strongly decaying modes
to have error magnitudes close to those of unstable modes at
times. Local Lyapunov exponent time series, such as that shown
in Fig. 8a, thus provide a useful tool for determining necessary
ensemble sizes for robust, reduced rank EnKF. The analogous
time series of local Lyapunov exponents shown in Fig. 11 for
the 40-D Lorenz-98 model clearly reveals the number of modes
affected by notable intermittent linear growth (∼25–30). This
value, which is significantly larger than the number of unstable
modes (14), corresponds well to the minimum ensemble size
threshold needed for the mildly non-linear case of
√
R = 0.1 in
Fig. 2.
When a system becomes more strongly non-linear, ensemble
sizes significantly larger than n + 1 become necessary. This
can occur for large
√
R or sparse observations, both of which
cause error magnitudes to become significant. In these cases,
even though ensemble spread may still be greatest along long-
term growing modes, the non-linear portion of (19) becomes
significant for all modes. The effect of sampling error on the
ensemble forecast covariance then becomes critical, even for
ensemble sizes greater than n + 1. In such cases, fixes such as
inflation and localization will likely be inevitable.
6.3. Implications for larger-scale models
Our work with the Lorenz-98 model has shown that EnKF per-
formance depends on both long-term and intermittent short-term
dynamics. The respective roles of these two types of linearized
error growth depend on the degree of non-linearity in the sys-
tem. In particular, for very accurate and dense observations,
filter performance depends only on linearized long-term dy-
namics, and an ensemble size corresponding to the dimension of
the linearized long-term unstable subspace is adequate to avoid
divergence. For cases of greater non-linearity, larger ensembles
are needed, but reduced ensemble sizes less than the state size
may still be adequate as long as they also accommodate decay-
ing Lyapunov modes that become important due to intermittent
short-term linearized growth. This result can have significant
implications for larger scale problems if the reduced dimension
size of the critical subspace approaches feasible computational
loads. Additional tests conducted with the Lorenz-98 model
(not shown here) showed that the number of Lyapunov modes
affected by intermittent short-term linear growth is a smaller
fraction of the state size as model dimension is increased.
To assess a more realistic model, Fig. 12 shows the first 1000
Lyapunov exponents for an idealized primitive equation gen-
eral circulation model adapted from that used in Whitaker and
Hamill (2002). It is a 2-level model with the prognostic variables
of baroclinic and barotropic vorticity, baroclinic divergence, and
barotropic potential temperature (barotropic divergence is as-
sumed to be zero). It uses a spectral solution with truncation at
wavenumber 15 (T15), which results in a little over 1000 de-
grees of freedom. The same physical parameters as Whitaker
and Hamill’s (2002) T31 version are adopted, except for the
quad-harmonic diffusion e-folding time scale, which we set to
18 h so that the spectral distribution of the kinetic energy spec-
trum appropriately follows the classic power law (to the power
−3). Vannitsem and Nicolis (1997) showed Lyapunov exponent
sensitivity to this parameter. It can be seen from Fig. 12 that
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Fig. 12. The first 1000 Lyapunov exponents for a simplified 2-level
primitive equation model with a little over 1000 degrees of freedom.
There are 78 positive Lyapunov exponents.
Fig. 13. Local Lyapunov exponents for the 2-level primitive equation
model indicate intermittent linear growth along Lyapunov vectors.
Above the black dotted line indicate indices corresponding to
long-term growing modes. Significant intermittent linear growth occurs
occasionally for some long-term barely decaying modes. The number
of modes affected by strong intermittent linear growth is small relative
to the full model size.
there are only 78 positive Lyapunov exponents, an impressive
decrease from the model size. To assess the dimensionality of
the subspace susceptible to intermittent linear growth, which be-
comes important for systems with greater uncertainty, we look at
the time series of local Lyapunov exponents for the 2-level T15
P.E. model in Fig. 13. Intermittent linear growth mostly affects
the first 100–150 modes, still a small fraction of the total state
dimension.
Small linearized long-term unstable subspace dimensions
have also been observed in other larger-scale geophysical mod-
els. Vannitsem and Nicolis (1997) calculated about 100 pos-
itive Lyapunov exponents for a 3-level T21 quasi-geostropic
model that has about 1500 degrees of freedom, and Snyder and
Hamill (2003) found only 20 positive Lyapunov exponents for a
quasi-geostrophic model with o(105) degrees of freedom. These
significantly reduced effective dimensionalities, determined by
non-negative Lyapunov exponents, suggests that our findings on
the relationship between the linearized long-term unstable sub-
space and EnKF performance could be useful with more realistic
models.
Although the greatly reduced sizes of linearized long-term
unstable subspaces indicate that our findings have implications
for practical filtering, the ensemble sizes required to prevent
divergence may still exceed current computational limitations
for realistic, large-scale models. However, understanding that
dynamics in these smaller numbers of modes drive EnKF per-
formance is important for robust filtering. These insights can
help improve variance inflation and localization. For example,
in a number of EnKF tests carried out with variance inflation,
we found that the dimension of the linearized long-term unstable
subspace still acts as a minimal threshold on ensemble sizes to
avoid divergence. Additionally, as observation error is increased
(e.g. √R = 1), the ensemble size needed to be increased, even
with inflation, to cover decaying Lyapunov modes that exhibit
occasional strong intermittent linear growth. Long-term, inter-
mittent and non-linear error growth are all important components
for robust EnKF performance.
7. Conclusion
The influence of model dynamics has often been overlooked
when assessing EnKF performance in geophysical applications.
Studies that have considered its role in reduced rank filtering
have varied in the types and time scales of dynamic properties
examined. This work uses a simplified model of a chaotic at-
tractor, the Lorenz-98 model (Lorenz and Emanuel, 1998), to
clarify the dynamic features that affect EnKF performance.
Our results show that, even in the face of sampling error, re-
duced rank ensembles (N − 1 less than the model dimension)
can produce non-divergent filter estimates that track the true
state, without the use of variance inflation, localization, or any
other modifications, as long as enough high quality measure-
ments are available to justify the use of linearized Lyapunov
theory. However, even in this idealized case, there is a minimum
threshold for the ensemble size that corresponds approximately
to the dimension of the linearized long-term unstable subspace.
We find that the non-divergent filter ensemble only aligns weakly
with singular vectors (representing short-term error dynamics),
while it aligns strongly with leading characteristic or backward
Lyapunov vectors (representing long-term error dynamics). Fur-
thermore, divergence is avoided only when the ensemble fully
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spans the entire linearized long-term unstable subspace, which
is the space spanned by the characteristic (or backward) Lya-
punov vectors corresponding to non-negative Lyapunov expo-
nents. Ensemble alignment with the long-term unstable subspace
is important for EnKF performance because errors in that space
will eventually grow, and they can be corrected only if those
directions are represented by the filter ensemble. The ensemble
automatically moves to that linearized long-term subspace after
some time, because most other errors decay. Sampling error is
then mostly restricted to an irrelevant decaying subspace that
has a minimal impact on EnKF performance.
Our results for nearly linear cases are consistent with the 4D-
Var work of Pires et al. (1996) and Trevisan et al. (2010) and the
new EKF work of Trevisan and Palatella (2011). However, we
find that as measurement errors and the degree of non-linearity
in the system increases, this subspace is no longer able to capture
all important filter errors. As long as linear dynamics are still rel-
evant, though, linearized error properties can continue to provide
a framework for managing filter performance. We showed that
for increasing non-linearity, some linearized long-term decaying
modes, defined using characteristic Lyapunov vectors, must also
be represented in the ensemble. This is because non-linear move-
ment of errors from long-term linearized growing modes to long-
term decaying modes prevents errors along decaying modes from
shrinking indefinitely. Although this non-linear movement is
generally smaller than growth in the long-term unstable sub-
space, some decaying modes occasionally undergo strong inter-
mittent linear growth. When the non-linear movement into the
long-term decaying mode is combined with intermittent linear
growth, errors along these decaying modes may reach magni-
tudes that cannot be ignored. In such cases, it is critical for the
ensemble to properly represent parts of the system’s stable sub-
space as well as the unstable subspace. If the ensemble size is too
small to adequately cover both the unstable subspace and decay-
ing Lyapunov modes with intermittently large errors, it may un-
derestimate spread in some of the unstable space. The filter then
becomes highly prone to divergence because it is unable to cor-
rect larger-than-expected errors in the subspace spanned by the
ensemble.
While a reduced rank EnKF is possible for some filter con-
figurations without fixes like variance inflation and localiza-
tion, such schemes are indispensable as non-linearity becomes
more important. Even with ensemble sizes one or two orders
of magnitude larger than the state dimension, the filter diverges
with the Lorenz-98 model when observations are very noisy
or very sparse. However, even in our highest
√
R value tests,
the ensemble aligns preferentially with the linearized long-term
growth modes corresponding to larger Lyapunov exponents. Fur-
thermore, even with inflation, we found it is still necessary to
have ensemble sizes large enough to cover the entire linearized
long-term unstable subspace and additional decaying modes that
undergo strong intermittent linear growth. This indicates that
although sampling error in the forecast ensemble covariance
becomes significant with greater non-linearity, error growth dy-
namics considered here can still impact EnKF performance. Of
course, dynamics based on linearized flow descriptors such as
Lyapunov vectors may become meaningless if errors become
too large. As a result, we caution that the relative importance
of the linear and higher order term component of EnKF dy-
namics should be evaluated in any particular application before
applying concepts from linearized dynamics. Fortunately, oper-
ational applications in meteorology and oceanography may have
sufficient observations to make linearized analyses relevant, as
long as proper attention is given to the synergistic effects of
intermittent errors in decaying modes and non-linear and linear
propagation of errors from unstable to stable modes.
Overall, our results have shown that the linearized long-term
unstable subspace and the subset of stable modes that experi-
ence notable intermittent linear growth must both be captured
to avoid divergence and insure robust EnKF performance with
chaotic systems. The relative importance of the unstable and
stable subspaces depends on the degree of non-linearity in the
filter, which is influenced by the observation properties. The
size of the linearized long-term unstable subspace and the num-
ber of additional attractor modes susceptible to intermittent lin-
ear growth appears to be a relatively small fraction of the full
model dimension, even in more realistic geophysical models.
This has promising implications for the development of accu-
rate and robust reduced rank filtering approaches. It is likely
that practical limitations on computational loads and observa-
tion capabilities may still make fixes such as variance infla-
tion and localization necessary. However, the work described
here can help guide future developments in robust filtering that
properly account for the impact of chaotic dynamics on EnKF
performance.
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